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Duty Roster
Sunday 9 July, National
Boulevard, Campbellfield
Northern Cycling

Saturday 15 July, Arthurs Creek
Tony Curulli (R), Ken Saxton
(TC), Nick Hainal (TC), Laurie
Gates, Colin Doherty, Harry
Hibgame, Ed Holmes, Margaret
Noonan, Mark McGillivray,
Andrew Rutherford, Roy Clark
If rostered for duty, you must be at
there at least 1 hour prior to start time.
It’s your responsibility to find a
replacement if unable to do your duty,
then advise Andrew Buchanan,
tiptop2@optusnet.com.au

Lots of good reading for you this week. Round 1 of the Tour de Metro against
Northern Cycling last Sunday saw the hordes from the East (that’s us!) outnumber
the Notherners on their home track, and brought results to match. Eastern leads
Northern by 111 points to 64 heading to round 2. Well done to all. Results, reports
and photos are inside, along with a letter from Adam and a report from Nigel Kimber
on the previous week at Gruyere that missed the newsletter boat last week.
We return to National Boulevard bright and early this Sunday for round 2. Northern is
sure to bounce back so every rider will be needed. You can enter online at
https://entryboss.cc/calendar/nvca. Be there by 8.45 to pick up your number or if you
need to register or pay on the day. Racing starts at 9 am. Don’t forget your tail light –
or your winter kit in case the weather is a repeat of last week’s.
And if you don’t know by now – where have you been?! The annual awards night
and celebration of the Tour de France is happening on Saturday 22 July at the
Kilsyth Club. Make sure you get your ticket before Wednesday 19 July – on race
day, or at www.registernow.com.au/secure/Register.aspx?E=25783.

Editor: Nick Tapp
nick.tapp@detail-ed.com.au

On the start line at National Boulevard. Photo: Peter Morris

Letter from the President
Tour de Metro update
I was blown away by the turnout to R1 of the Tour de Metro last Sunday. Massive KUDOS to all members
who raced on a very chilly morning.
What a great start to the series with 55 members making the trek across to National Boulevard. We actually
outnumbered Northern, who had 48 riders. There’s been a reconciliation of the points and the formal standing
is Eastern 111 vs Northern 64. While a 47-point advantage is a fantastic start, we can’t afford to rest on our
laurels. I recon we caught Northern by surprise and I’m sure they will come back hard this week with more
numbers, so we need to be ready. By all accounts the racing was full on and the discussions I’ve since had
with members across all grades were that they all loved racing in a team environment, with everyone pulling
together to optimise the team’s results.
I look forward to seeing another great turnout this Sunday before we head back to home turf for R3 on
Saturday 15 July at Arthurs Creek.
This leads me to another matter that I’d like all members to consider to help the club clinch the series. A
number of our stronger riders who are racing in the series are rostered on for duty at Arthurs Creek on15 July
and Yarra Glen on 22 July. It would be great if we could find a way for those members to be competing for
points rather than holding a flag on the sidelines. So any members who are sick, injured or not inclined to race
on those days and are able to take on those duties or offer to swap, please send an email to Andrew
Buchanan at tiptop2@optusnet.com.au.
Thanks in advance to any members who can assist on this front.

Annual Awards Night at the Kilsyth Club, 22 July
Saturday 22 July will be a huge day for EVCC, with the fourth race of the Tour de Metro (and hopefully a
series win), and then we celebrate our club champions, listen to some inspirational cyclists – and by the way
eat some great food, have a few drinks and watch the Tour de France ITT on the big screen. The committee
also has a few surprises in store, so please make an effort to come along, it will be a great night.
Due to unforeseen curcumstances, Anna Davis won’t be speaking, but I can assure you that key speaker
Steve Fairless and Nic Skewes will motivate and inspire you.
If you are new to the club or don’t have anyone to go with, don’t worry, Nigel will be allocating you onto a table
of fellow members and you will be made to feel at home.
Tickets need to be purchased by Wednesday 19 July so we can finalise catering, so please don’t leave this
until the last minute. You will either need to bring $70 cash on Sunday or to R3 at Arthurs Creek on the 15th –
or preferably you can pay online at www.registernow.com.au/secure/Register.aspx?E=25783.
Regards and ride safe,
Adam Dymond

Graded scratch races at National Boulevard (Eastern vs Northern), 2 July
Grade
(EVCC/NC)

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

A Grade
(10/12)

Tony Giuliano
(N)

Jean-Philippe
Leclercq

Kosmos
Samaris (N)

Emilio Romano
(N)

Nigel Kimber

B Grade
(16/15)

Stuart Bendall

Paul Webster

Perry Peters

Paul Firth

George
Micevski (N)

C Grade
(10/12)

Phil Taylor

Olly Reid (N)

Franc Tomsic

Nick Nomikos
(N)

Steve Toogood
(N)

D Grade
(11/4)

Peter Gray

Kevin Mills

James Stuart
(GSC)

Ron Peel (N)

Rob Lackey

E Grade
(5/5)

Stacy Hatton
(N)

Harry Hibgame

John C. Wilson

Jo Reid (N)

Robert Jackson
(N)

F Grade
(3/0)

Ron Stranks

Barry Beachley

Michael Waterfield

A Grade (I)
By Jean-Philippe Leclercq

We were 24 riders on the starting line, 10 Easterns
vs 14 Northerns, numbers were against us but I
had a good feeling about our chances to have a
few of us in the top ten. I have raced a few times at
National Boulevard, but never placed there.
Today’s A Grade race was including some very
tough riders from both clubs, and I was seriously
doubting my chance to finish top five. My aim was
to hopefully finish top 10 and bring points to the
club, or if the opportunity arose, jump in the
successful break, if I could read the timing right
and if good frog legs – too many ifs!
Warm up in a cold morning, frog legs were feeling
fine but let’s see in racing mode in case they are
turning into snail legs. Straight on the first lap,
hostility was high with attacks launched from
various riders. I was towards the back but came
soon towards the front as I could see that a break
was going to form at some stage (the elastic

process). I think the successful break happened
after around 30 minutes, which I fortunately
managed to jump in. We were six riders, two
Easterns vs four Northerns, and the pace was
high. After about 10 minutes we lost Trevor
Coulter, who dropped back to the bunch.
It was Nigel and myself against three Northern
guys. Rider turns were uneven in between the five
of us. I was disciplined and took each of my turns –
and sometimes doubled as two of us were
regularly missing turns or staying at the back. I
could have missed a few turns too and/or stayed at
the back, playing the game, but I was feeling good
so was rolling with the only intention to keep a high
pace so the bunch would not get back on us.
The three Northern guys were looking like strong
sprinters, especially one of them (the one who
won). So in the last 10 minutes I was starting to
think on how I would approach that sprint, would it
be to start early, start late, pipe and hoping for a
good draft, surprise by taking off from the back/
middle/front, take off in the last lap and so on.

Where’s Nigel? Ah, there he is (peering over Trevor Coulter’s shoulder). The breakaway in action. Photo: Peter Morris

On the second last lap, Nigel launched a strong
attack, making a gap and creating a bit of the panic
within the four of us. I knew what Nigel was doing
so I let the three Northern guys chase. This was a
smart and courageous move from Nigel, who
decided he would not sprint so the idea was to tire
the three Northern guys before the sprint, and it
worked. But what a sacrifice to help a frog! I felt
under pressure to do well on the sprint since Nigel
gave it all on the previous lap to help me.

length, but could not close the gap. I finished 2nd
and really happy with this unexpected result –
remember, I am not a sprinter ;-) Nigel finished 5th,
well done to him and also to sacrifice himself on
the second last lap to help me.

Last lap was on, just before the last corner, I
positioned myself 2nd and was waiting for the right
time before to take off (I had decided I would take
off first). About 200 metres before the finishing line,
I gave a big kick to create a gap behind me (which
worked) but a Kosdown guy saw this happening
and took off almost at the same time as me. I was
behind the Kosdown guy, probably half a bike

By Nigel Kimber

Overall was great result with Eastern winning
against Northern. Let’s see how we go next week,
at same place, same time.

A Grade (II)
The sales pitch: ‘Nigel, WE are going to keep the
race together until the last couple of laps when WE
will get you and/or Phil Smith away and then
block.’
The truth: ‘Nigel we’re going to send you up the
road late in the race as lure for the hounds of

National Boulevard and let them lead out the
sprint.’
The reality: two dozen starters, Eastern the slight
underdogs – 10 against 14 on the away track.
Conditions were benign if not a tad chilly, the
circuit flat and fast. The pre-race briefing
mentioned nothing of keeping left yet the finish line
only spanning half the road width implied as much,
no mention of neutrality of bunch passing
manoeuvres so that was something to be watched.
The referee did say that we’d be racing for 75
minutes – what the …?! Seventy-five minutes,
nobody races crits for that long – oh, hang on, 75
minus 60 is 15 and 15 is a quarter of 60 so that’s
an hour and a quarter. I put it down to nerves.
I’d been told (pitched) the race plan on the start
line; given our resources, the balance of numbers
and not knowing the opposition, it seemed fair
enough if not a little negative – regardless, it stays
together for the first part. With that instruction in my
head, we’re off and my initial fears of an attack
from the gun go unfounded and things settle to an
orderly start.
Weight of numbers implied that there should be
two Eastern riders for every three Northern
throughout the peloton and that Northern would be
the aggressors. The expectations were met, with
Northern launching repeated moves up Link Drive,
unfortunately the Eastern numbers were not
evenly distributed and being a bit thin at the pointy
end meant it came down to a few to hitch an
anchor and apply a brake to the break. Fifteen
minutes in, Northern’s aggression was interrupted
with an attack by Rob Amos and the
responsibilities were swapped, a chance to rest the
legs and catch a breath or two. A short-lived break
as assessment showed a train of Northern riders
on the front – too many to leave unattended. Rob’s
sojourn lasted a lap of the 1.7 km circuit, coming to
an end quietly into the increasing breeze coming
down the long back straight.
With Rob back in the fold it wasn’t long before the
pattern was resumed; a Northern rider attacks, I
tack on. This time two other Northern riders jump
and there’s four away with a small gap. Orders are
orders and doing anything more than trying to

apply the brakes was suicide, sitting second wheel
I was able to stall proceedings enough for JP to
bridge with another Northern rider in ex-Eastern
member Trevor Coulter. After a bit of verbal abuse,
threats and then some tactical smarts they were
finally able to displace me from second wheel and
relegate me to the back of the small group with the
break still intact.
Assessing the situation; me and JP vs four, Trevor
in TriVelo kit (coached by Gerard Donnelly) and
three total unknowns in team kit and looking more
than capable – especially if the attitude was any
indication. While making this assessment the gap
to the bunch blew out to a minute (calls from
corner marshal) – there was to be no cavalry. Best
case scenario: I stay with them and
garner/guarantee one point, JP podiums for
reasonable points. Worst case scenario: they work
us over and JP doesn’t get his podium. Best
option, conserve, conserve, conserve, stay at the
back and be ready to respond to any attempt to
split the break or to ride me off the back.
Negative and boring but there was no point in
putting the nails in the coffin of any Eastern
response by contributing to the break, nor was
there any sense in risking my position on the road
by putting my nose into the wind. The boredom
tempered the anxiety that ‘they’ might ‘do
something’ at ‘some time’, and it was shattered at
one point as #5 lashed out at Trevor for some
unseen transgression of some unwritten law. Not
only a verbal telling off but a jamming of brakes
that had both Trevor and me taking evasive action
to avoid a meeting with the bitumen.
As the hour (and a quarter) progressed, the wind
down Link Drive must have (unbeknowns to me,
ensconced at the back of the line) increased; the
giveaway being that the pace started to drop away,
turns got shorter and a couple were showing signs
of fatigue – missing turns and pedalling squares.
Eventually the work took its toll on Trevor and it
was down to five – doubling my potential
contribution to the club’s points tally and reducing
the possibility of being ridden off the back of the
little group. Didn’t mean it wasn’t still there.

There was no opportunity to check the time but
eventually we were passing lower grade riders
riding slowly and spread out across the road
indicating that their races were done and ours was
approaching its end. Time to implement part two of
the plan. But it wasn’t together, Phil Smith wasn’t
there and there were no sprinters to benefit – well,
no Eastern sprinters to benefit. 5hit, 5hit, 5hit.
Something had to be done and I hadn’t done
anything to date, but what? Did I have enough to
do something and if I did would I have enough to
carry it off or, at least, to not throw myself off?
Halfway up Link Drive was the place – give them a
400 metre chase into the wind and me the respite
of a downhill/downwind run to consolidate. The
stars were aligned, the Northern riders were
working it into the wind, JP was sheltered, I went. I
had forgotten about the 250 metre crosswind run
across the top of the circuit, and that was where
they slipped back onto my wheel. Now what? They
weren’t coming past – no real surprise there, and
there was a man standing in the middle of the road
ringing a bell (WT? – and yes I know what a
ringing bell indicates).
Hunched as low as I could over the bars in the
delusion that I was offering no protection to the
midgets behind and making them suffer, I pushed
it into the wind for the last time; at least JP was
protected. Across the top, hugging the left gutter to
offer no protection (and why they didn’t do that to
me lap after lap I don’t know), I’ve rounded the last
corner to start the lead-out down the dip. Holding a
solid but steady pace, waiting for them to start the
sprint – I was going to make them eat their words:
‘You’ll lose the sprint anyway. So get up front and
work!’ They started it and I was out of the saddle
and going backwards fast – OK, they could have
their words. Fifth was better than 6th and JP
managed to hold 2nd while I comforted myself with
the thought that doing the last lap and a half
helped him achieve that.
Figures for the race: 56.0 km at 39.6 km/h in 1:24
I have no idea what happened behind but the
results indicate that there was another split, which
Eastern dominated, but with 1st, 3rd and 4th
Northern won the race – 20 to 12.
And now all the wotifs: What if I’d attacked earlier?

Would that have shelled #10 and given me 4th?
(Would that have shelved me?) Would that have
given them the idea to counterattack me? Could
any of that have provided JP a better chance?
And, had I known we had Rob Amos, Guy Green
and Peter Howard behind, I might have risked
another verbal outburst to disrupt the breakaway
and give them the chance to bridge.

A Grade (III)
By Rob Amos

A good turn-up in A Grade despite the freezing
temperature, minus 4 as I left home. The action
started early with a large group trying to get away,
but with fresh legs it was soon closed down. The
next attack of six riders had two Eastern riders in it,
the in-form JP and Nigel, who has been on fire
lately, jumping on any Northern rider that had tried
to made a move. Eastern DS Guy instructed us to
let it go, and they quickly gained a minute’s gap. I
was not convinced it was the right move, being
outnumbered four to two, but after Northern’s gatecloser strongmen had spent a couple of laps
chasing, I found myself off the front with Peter
Howard, so we put our heads down. We had a
Northern rider for company, at first he seemed
reluctant to work with us, but started to put in on
the easy wind-assisted downhill finishing straight.
A few laps later we had Guy bridge across to us.
With big turns by Peter and Guy, the gap more
than halved from a minute to 25 seconds, catching
Northern’s Trevor Coulter in the chase. We needed
to get a message to JP and Nigel to stop working,
but we did not have the luxury of team radios! So
that is how it stayed, with JP 2nd, Nigel 5th, Peter
and Guy 6th and 7th, and me taking the last points
for Eastern in 9th.

D Grade (I)
By Peter Gray

Düsseldorf or Campbellfield?
Don't know about everyone else but my initial
choice (given that I ever had one) would have
been the former so as to experience the opening
stage of Le Tour de France 2017 and the potential
warmth of a European summer.

The journey out to Campbellfield beginning at 7 am
was a pleasant enough drive, however the sight of
ice-coated playing fields was sufficient to evoke
primary school memories of the 1960s and just
how cold it could become on exiting the warmth of
our four-wheel motorised cocoon.
Are you (c)old enough?
Well at least that part of the brain was still
functioning as it became impossible (due to
involuntary shivering) to pin the allocated race
number to my jersey. The 'warm-up' was just as
difficult and it really wasn't until the bell lap that I
felt any resemblance to a warm-blooded creature.
So that's enough of the intro chit-chat.
Born 2BDS
It was really thrilling to witness a group of guys
become a team and combine their talents with one
objective – to get as many of us in the first five
placings as possible. The Eastern D Grade team
was led by Rob Lackey. Rob was an excellent
choice as Directeur Sportif and possesses an
intrinsic aptitude for the role.
For me at least, the lead-up to the first race of the
four- event series wasn't great. Some mediocre
performances in the Toughen Up series plus a
lousy chest cold, eliminating all training for the
preceding fortnight, didn't give me much
confidence in the role I could play in the team.
In deep freeze
I don't recall too much detail of the race and maybe
that was due the effects of the cold. It was like
being placed in a freezer and only taken out to
defrost in time for the sprint. Some might argue
that all sprinters are endowed with these attributes.
I just had to follow one wheel, that of Rob.
Perhaps the most dominant rider in our team was
Max Michelson (aka Dad). Max spent a great deal
of time and effort controlling the race. One of
Eastern's attacks, initiated by Kevin Mills and Peter
Norbury, almost succeeded until Northern rider
Ron Peel decided the lead was getting a bit too big
and put in a solo effort to bridge across. Well
aware of Ron's capabilities, Rob instructed the
bunch to follow and keep him in check. Colin
Mortley helped to keep the pace high enough to
discourage other Northern attacks and Nick Hainal

and Greg Harvey also made important
contributions to pack consolidation.
The D Grade pace at one stage may have been
relatively slow, with the stronger riders of E Grade
mixing it up with D, as one battled the other for
quasi lead supremacy – but also the Ds once
found themselves abutting C Grade, so I guess
that's just the way it goes!
Defrosted in time
The D Grade bell caught me a little by surprise but
I was sure to let Rob know that I had completely
defrosted. The pace didn't increase much as we
rounded into the back straight, everyone remaining
calm and in position. A couple of lead riders from a
higher grade had just overtaken us at the top of the
back straight and it could have upset our
momentum, however riders from their chasing
bunch creditably checked our 'sprint status' with
us. Thank you, boys.
Eastern with the numbers
With a mass sprint inevitable, the Eastern boys
delivered us to the rise in a good position. It was
important not to launch the sprint too soon as the
finish line had been set back about 50 metres. An
abandoned vehicle was left too close to the original
finish. I'm glad it wasn't the Orica Greenedge bus. I
broadcast this situation to Rob perhaps a little too
loudly but I think it worked because we had the
numbers over Northern. (Must be a little more
subtle next time.) The pace rose again and at
250 metres to go it became time to 'earn one’s
keep' and hope it was only our team following.
‘Let's go!’ I shouted.
Down onto the flat and flat out like a lizard
laughing, searching for another gear only to find
the 52:11 was already engaged. Another rider was
creeping up on my right with 150 metres to go
(Kevin Mills, as it turned out).
I dropped back into the saddle to keep the legs
spinning. It wasn't pretty but it was effective. Lunge
at the finish line and be mindful not to take hands
off the handlebars. That's a good boy! Kevin
crossing for 2nd place just a bike length behind
and Rob just a whisker or two (a moustache)
further in 5th. Keith Wade and Max scraping in for
7th and 9th, respectively. Last in for Eastern was

Peter Gray and Kevin Mills go for the line. Photo: Peter Morris

Neville Williamson, who certainly deserves a
mention.
A great team effort. Can't wait 'til next week! Thank
you to hosts Northern Cycling and congratulations
to the 104 participants.

D Grade (II)
By Rob Lackey

While not strictly a race report, I wanted to express
my delight with the way the mighty D Grade
performed on Sunday.
After receiving the call from Adam (El Presidente),
I got thinking about how this would unfold in terms
of strategy during the race/s. It is certainly a huge
honour to ‘DS’ the grade considering the volume of
talent and experience available in D Grade
currently.

Having raced at Northern a few times before, I had
a fair idea who would show, who would be a
‘watched’ rider, and when and where on the circuit
to make an impact.
Strategy in a bike race is important but it is not
everything, as I’ve learnt over my very short foray
into the sport, but you need a good tactical
mindset. Adapt as you go – that’s how you win
races.
I knew that we had the firepower to not only win
the grade (points)but also the race (placings). With
a few key fast men not noticed in the car park, I
was elated when we assembled for the pre-race
briefing to see that Eastern had outnumbered
Northern 2 to 1.
This meant that we had options and plenty of
them. My thinking at this point was to keep us out
of the wind as much as possible and then form a

lead-out train when it was needed. A quick gather
and a discussion of tactics and we were off.

their efforts and willingness to work as part of the
team.

Now the results speak for themselves but what
really impressed me was how every member of the
Eastern group worked as a team. Everyone did
what was asked of them, which really made for a
great and dominant day. We knew who the
‘protected’ riders were and who we could use to
shut things down if need be.

In closing I’d like to say what a great initiative this
series is and am hopeful we commit on a yearly
basis for ever more. Working on each other’s
strengths to produce a club result like Sunday
makes for a great piece of variety to our regular
race calendar.

Everyone worked well and committed to a great
outcome. The whole squad deserves kudos for

Looking forward to Sunday. More D Graders
always welcome.

Graded scratch races at Gruyere, 24 June
A Grade
By Nigel Kimber

Saturday June 24th, where to start, I don’t
remember too much about the day. I know I had
fresh legs; no commute on Friday – after hours
implementation; no Ricketts ride Saturday morning
– Susan nursing a late night. It was simply a case
of load the bike up and head out to Coldstream
and have that little internal battle – it’s cold, it’ll be
hard but it will be fun, but I cramped last time, and
there’s twelve times up ‘that hill’, but I should be
feeling OK.
Hanging around the registration desk, enjoying the
banter, noting that Guy Green, JP and the Phil
twins (Smith and Cavaleri) had registered. At
twenty-to there were seven starters – they needed
eight for full aggregate points, after a bit of cajoling
ten dollars was exchanged for the number ‘8’.
Then Richard Abel rolled up – if the early entrants
weren’t going to make it hard enough, Richard just
upped the hurt factor.
On the start line it was 10 in white (two more lastminute entries) and, whilst awaiting the referee’s
briefing, Phil Smith thanked me for making him
look good in my write up of last week’s race at
Yarra Glen – a write up he deserved. Phil assuring
me that this week was going to be less impressive.
That remained to be seen as we rolled away, yours
truly managing to go from second to second last by
the time we crossed the line to see ‘12’ on the lap-

board. This week I was going to ‘sit on’, really,
really I was. At Gruyere it’s a short neutral section
in which to assess the options and possibilities
before hostilities potentially commenced – Richard,
JP and Phil Smith needed no consideration –
threats each and every one, Guy has been placing
consistently, Phil Cav(aleri) has been riding the
strongest I’ve seen him ride and wearing the same
Skope colours of JP and the other Phil, Doug
Reynolds (on one of his preferred circuits) and
Lawrence Lee in VeloEx kit were more than
capable of mixing it, rounding out the ten were a
couple of newcomers in Perry Peters (from B
Grade) and Nic Skewes (from Wednesday
mornings) – three who were likely to make it nasty
throughout, a couple who might slip away and
make a chase hard, the remainder potentially in for
the duration to contest the finish.
What were the tactics? Fairly simple, don’t give
Phil Smith or Richard Abel more than a metre’s
leash, don’t let more than a third of the bunch get
away – ??? Nup, that ought to do it.
How was it going to unfold? How did it unfold?
In a shock to the system it was Guy Green surging
early and leading the bunch out of Cahilton Road
with a small gap. An attack by Phil up that first
pinch, and the response, soon saw Guy back into
a more familiar position and the legs complaining
about the lack of warm-up. The attack was shortlived and as Phil rolled back he checked that I had
noted the move as it would be his ‘one-and-only’

for the day. The pace was now up and there was a
reasonable sharing of the load at the front, the first
ascent of ‘that hill’ was almost tempo – everybody
checking their legs under stress and looking at
each other.
Over the first couple of laps most of the activity
was on the first pinch of Medhurst, or just after,
with a few along Cahilton – it appeared as though
Killara was being saved till later in the race. JP and
Richard the main protagonists, Phil Smith putting
an oar in every now and then and myself the
principal respondent. There were occasional
glimmers of getting away but always the gap was
closed by one or two who weighed the break down
enough that enabled the others to claw their way
back on before the dipper and descent to Killara
Road.
An effort by Richard on the fourth lap that took Phil
Smith with him, and with a response by me, made
it three away again with a small gap to the rest,
and again they came back in dribs and drabs but
this time Doug, Perry and Nic were not able to rejoin and it was seven-tenths of the field that
embarked on the last seven-tenths of the race.
A couple of attacks by Phil Cav went unmarked
and in the absence of company Phil opted for
sense over suffering, laying off the pressure to
allow the bunch to re-integrate him. Maybe the
bunch could have adopted the same tactics for Phil
‘one-and-only’ Smith and Richard but history
dictated that neither could be given half a whiff of a
chance to solo away. The surging through this
middle stage of the race saw both Lawrence Lee
and then Phil Cav eventually become uncoupled
from the train, leaving just five going into the last
half of the race. The surging through the mid and
latter parts also showed that Phil S. had
understated his ability and intent and that he
wasn’t going to waste energy chasing down JP, JP
wasn’t reciprocating, and Guy wasn’t worried about
a couple of riders slipping away but would do what
he had to to stay in the hunt if a break threatened.
Fifth last time up ‘that hill’ and I was feeling OK,
Richard was puffing and there was a sniff that he
might break. But it was too early to do anything
(that’s my excuse). Fourth last time, Phil ‘one-andonly’ Smith attacked hard early, when everybody

responded he sat back down then attacked again
30 seconds later, when everybody responded to
that attack he sat down again and waited till we
were 200 metres from the top before attacking
again. It was a bit stretched out going over the top
but some serious top-tube hugging saw everybody
around the turn onto Cahilton line-astern.
Three to go and time to consider livening things up
but memories of last time and the cramps induced
by driving it up the first of the bumps on Medhurst
encouraged a delay on actioning that thought for at
least one lap. Phil ‘one-and-only’ obviously had no
such reservations and up Killara Road he went
again, and again the bunch responded and that
was that – he only had ‘one’ in his legs – this time.
Two to go and it was now or next lap (or both). A
solid tempo up the first of the bumps, everybody in
tow, hard through the dipper and a gap onto the
downhill to Killara Road, a gap that closed the
closer to the turn and that was shut soon after.
Going up the hill a ute behind C Grade put paid to
any thought Phil (or Richard) may have had about
inflicting more hurt, then with the car cleared (at
the top) C Grade being on the bell put paid to any
Froome-like attacks on the descent but did put us
in prime position to witness how important it is to
look before you sprint (an oncoming car passing
TC before the bunch came into view [A review is
being undertaken – Ed.]). With C Grade safely
across the line and the silent bell whispering in the
last lap, racing was on again.
A better than solid tempo up the first bump opened
a gap, make them work but let them catch me,
catch a wheel, catch a couple of deep breaths then
into the dipper and up the other side at full power,
another gap, this time keep it going. It took a bit
longer for them to catch me this time but catch me
they did and there was no enforceable neutral for
respite as they sat on my wheel and plotted their
plots while the gradient inched up, my legs faded
and the speed declined. It was Phil (again) who
finally came round a couple of hundred metres
from the top with all and sundry in tow and as I
watched them ride away I had time to reflect on
maybe sticking to plan next time and staying well
away from the front. Stuff it, they weren’t riding
away too quickly and nobody had actually raced
down the descent, suck it up princess and make

an effort. Cresting 50 metres behind it was a slow
crawl back to the back of the elite group, Guy
looking back on more than one occasion, either
wondering if he should come back and get me or
simply willing me to catch up on my own. Catch up
I did as the express rounded the last corner onto
the last kilometre, my late arrival putting me in near
perfect position – that of the Green guy’s wheel.

despite the distance I wasn’t going to waste it, JP
must have had similar thoughts as we’ve raced
mano-a-mano to the line, a line that never seemed
to get any closer. It certainly didn’t get closer
enough, both Richard Abel and Guy Green coming
past as the legs faded and JP slowly moved
ahead. Fourth, in that company, with efforts, a
chase and a sprint, I wasn’t too unhappy.

Phil Smith was doing lead-out duties and doing a
solid job until, coming off the bridge, he decided
he’d had enough. Momentum fanning the followers
across the road and me out of Guy’s slipstream
into fresh air. I still had a bit of momentum and

Actually, I wasn’t unhappy at all.
Figures for the race: 62.8 km in 1:46:37 @
35.4 km/h (701 m vertical gain)

News etc.
Kevin Mills update
Wednesday riders will be aware that there was a fall in Division 2 on Wednesday in which Kevin Mills went
down – nobody seems know why or how – and Doug Page fell over him. Doug lost a bit of skin, Kevin's
helmet was broken and he had a sore hip. As a precaution, Kevin was taken to the Austin. He was
discharged late Wednesday afternoon. A CT scan showed his head was clear of any injury, but an X-ray
and/or a CT scan showed a fracture/crack without any displacement in his pelvis. He is otherwise fine.
Thanks to Mark Wallace, Alan Cunneen, Michael Waterfield and other riders who looked after Kevin and
Doug. You can be sure that, if you have a fall at an Eastern race, you will be well looked after.

Tour de France and Awards Night
Just a reminder that 2017 summer trophies will be presented at the Tour de France Night at the Kilsyth Club
on Saturday 22 July. Not to mention a great line-up of speakers: Olympian and UCI Masters World Champion
Steve Fairless, and our own Nic Skewes. Plus good food, good company and the chance to watch the
potentially crucial Individual Time Trial of the 2017 Tour de France on the big screen. Tickets are $70 and can
be bought from Nigel Kimber or another Club Committee member on any race day, or online at
www.registernow.com.au/secure/Register.aspx?E=25783. There will be no ticket sales on the night.

Help wanted
The club is in need of some DL printing for the Get Into Road Racing flyers and would like to see if we have
any members in this field willing to undertake the task for us. Any questions should be directed to Emma
Smith on 0437 437 800.

Future events
Eastern Vets
For other events, please refer to page 1 of this newsletter, or go to http://easternvets.com/roster/.
Note: Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start
time. Handicap entries close the Tuesday or Wednesday before the race, as advertised. Riders entering a
handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of participation. Fees are due on race day; entrants will NOT be
allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been paid. No late entries will be accepted for either scratch
races or handicaps. Entries to handicaps can be submitted to the handicapper via email or TeamApp or on
any race day before the event.

Training rides

Day/Time/Place

Route

Style

Sunday mornings

Ride along Beach Rd to Frankston.
10 min stop. Then ride back to St
Kilda (approx. 65 km)

Social ride, coffee
back at
St Kilda

Maroondah Hwy to Carlton for
coffee, then return

Fast social

Beach Road Ride. Leave 8.00 am sharp.
Meet at Peanut Farm Reserve, cnr
Blessington & Chaucer Sts, St Kilda
Saturday mornings (7.30 am) and
Sundays/public holidays (8.00 am)
Meet at Ringwood Clock towers,
Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood
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